The Future of Non-Fungible Finance

THE QUESTION
Who wins the race - the tortoise or the hare?
Trick question: they’re running different races.
In crypto - and in life - people want outsized
gains with minimized risk. They also want to
“get rich quick” while doing it for a long time.

Wouldn’t it be GREAT if there were one token that paid you both fast and over time?

THE SOLUTION
We both love crypto, but it needs to be better. We want:
-

-

daily rewards for holding
stable-to-upwards buy pressure to increase the value of your tokens
deterrents to dumping and bonuses for long term holding
buybacks to stabilize the token price
guaranteed liquidity for easy token trading
discounts for being a loyal member
backed by a name and organization you can trust

You want the best of both worlds: daily passive income & long-term profitability.

“I don’t throw darts at a board. I bet on sure things… Every war is won before it is ever fought.”

CD3Fi REDEFINES THE RACE.
CinemaDraft DeFi (CD3Fi) gives you:

1. Immediate BUSD & CD3Fi rewards

5.

Dynamic Taxation to punish dumping

2. CD3D holder quarterly airdrops

6.

Discounted buying w/CD3D

3. Deflationary tokenomics

7.

Instant utility w/CD3D products

4. Stability Fund for price control

8.

Access to Non-Fungible Bonds (NFBs)

“Blue Horseshoe loves Anacott Steel.”

HOW IT WORKS
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Buy Transaction Fee

Sell Transaction Fee

Dynamic Taxation

Deflationary tokenomics,
transactional rewards, and price
stability. STABILITY FUND triggers when
5%+ difference of LP remains sold
after 60 minutes, buying a matching
% of its own fund.

All the same fees + a MARKETING
FUND. Sellers pay extra to continue
the marketing of the economy &
community. Higher sell fee
encourages more holding.

Whales Beware: Additional tax for
selling 0.5%+ of Liquidity Pool. An
added 5% sell fee per 0.5% of LP sold
(max 93%). Funds recycled right back
into the CD3Fi community. Punish
dumpers - tax the rich!
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3% - BUSD rewards
3% - CD3Fi reflection
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5% - Stability Fund
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3% - Marketing Fund
3% - BUSD rewards
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25% BUSD
25% CD3Fi reflection
25% buyback & burn
25% Stability Fund

“The minute I laid eyes on you, I knew you had what it took.”

TOKENOMICS

“It’s all about bucks, kid. The rest is conversation.”

NON-FUNGIBLE BONDS (NFB)
-

incrementally more expensive bonded curve pricing for bonds
minimum total guaranteed payout split evenly among bondholders
backed by a sponsor organization/company/VC
requires minimum 1000 CD3Fi in order to buy OR sell it
earn both BUSD and CD3Fi rewards for holding it
Guarantee Fund
- receives a portion of every transaction to ensure payout amount
- any shortfall at time of maturity to be paid by Sponsor
- any overage split among bondholders
- 10% of quarterly revenue to bondholders as BUSD & CD3Fi rewards
- can buy at a discount using CD3D via CD3Fi (70% first year, 60% second,
50% Year 3+)
- maximum 5 bonds per address

FIRST COLLECTION BOND GUARANTEE: $20,000,000 / 500 NFBs

USE CASES
Case #1: For gaming
- You own CD3D from playing on gaming platform CinemaDraft
- buy CD3Fi at a 70% discount
- enjoy transactional BUSD rewards & CD3Fi reflection
- use CD3Fi to play in CD3D compatible games
Case #2: For investing
- You buy 1000 CD3Fi to be eligible to buy a NFB
- Each NFB in first cohort is guaranteed a minimum of $40,000 return at
maturity in 5 years
- enjoy quarterly rewards from the Guarantee Fund for holding
Case #3: For trading
- You buy enough CD3D to hold and to sell
- buy CD3Fi at a discount using CD3D
- enjoy transactional & quarterly rewards for holding both CD3D & CD3Fi
- as price of CD3D & CD3Fi increase each quarter, sell some of each for profit
“What’s worth doing is worth doing for money.”

THE MARKET

$1.3T in total cryptocurrencies*
$65.5B in DeFi crypto
$3.4B in entertainment crypto
$634M in launchpad crypto
$474M** w/the token that has it ALL: CD3Fi

The DeFi standard
Expensive transactions
Daily rewards
Sketchy team

**Year 5 estimated market cap
*CoinMarketCap 5/13/22

Engaged community
A volatile joke
Play 2 Earn
The party’s over

Algorithmic stablecoin
Not so stable after all

Daily rewards
Sketchy team

Hype > utility
Sketchy team

Daily Rewards
Daily rewards
Scarce mining
Sketchy
team equipment

“Money never sleeps, pal.”

THE COMPETITION
SAFUU

APE

CD3Fi

stablecoin rewards

✅

✅

Stability Fund/treasury

✅

✅

transactional buyback & burn

✅

✅

locked liquidity
instant utility/products

5 years
✅

✅

Dynamic Taxation to stop dumping

✅

quarterly airdrops

✅

guaranteed bond products

✅

sponsor backed
dividends to other tokens

✅

✅
✅

“The most valuable commodity I know of is information.”

TRACTION
Thanks to CD3D & CinemaDraft, a vibrant community of experienced,
committed HODLers exists ready to embrace CD3Fi.
Telegram: 6.1K members

Facebook: 1.4K followers

Twitter: 20.1K followers

Medium: 8.6K subscribers

UniFarm: $16.1K staked

Tokpie: $15.9K median daily vol.

CD3D Tokenholders: 2500

“It’s not always the most popular person who gets the job done.”

“

READY TO RUN?
“If you want to go fast, go alone. But if you want to go far, go
together.”
The race lies ahead; our track shoes are on. We’re ready to run.
Are you?

edwardo@cd3fi.com

Edwardo Jackson

cd3d.app

cinemadraft.co
CD3Fi whitepaper

“Life all comes down to a few moments. This is one of them.”

